DSC Notice: 29/2008 Version 1.1
Date of Issue: December 2008

Sponsoring Organisation:

Department of
Health

Implementation Date:
Subject:

January 2009

Data Standards:18 Weeks Referral to
Treatment (RTT) Time, Performance
Sharing

DATA SET CHANGE NOTICE
This paper sets out the introduction of a national data set and central return. These changes were
approved by the Information Standards Board for Health and Social Care (ISB HaSC) at its meeting on 26
November 2008.
The burden of collection has been agreed by the Review of Central Returns Steering Committee (ROCR)
ROCR No: ROCR/OR/0245

Summary:
This DSCN informs the NHS and its systems suppliers of changes to information standards to
support the interim collection of a central return for the apportionment of 18-week performance, to
providers, for those patients that have transferred between providers as part of a single referral to
treatment pathway and have breached 18 weeks.
As signalled in the 2008/09 Operating Framework performance sharing between providers for 18week pathways is to be introduced to create additional levers to reduce the waits for patients on interprovider pathways. These pathways include patients with the most complex and demanding needs.
The introduction of performance sharing is significant as it will alter the published headline
performance of providers involved in inter-provider pathways, and will be used as the formal basis for
performance management and Health Care Commission Assessments.
The development of the Secondary Uses Service (SUS) will support performance sharing from
2009/10, allocating the successes and breaches to all providers involved in the pathway. However,
an interim solution is required. This DSCN provides information and guidance on the interim solution
and methodology.
This is a voluntary submission. However, providers should be aware that should they choose not to
submit, they could compromise their performance in delivering the 18-week target. In the absence of
breach sharing, the provider stopping the RTT clock will have, in the event of a breach, the full breach
attributed. Performance sharing will improve the performance of the receiving provider and for the
referring provider performance will deteriorate. The performance sharing monthly RTT collection will
be submitted through Unify 2.
This DSCN should be read by all providers and commissioners of healthcare to patients on an 18
weeks pathway, and specifically 18 weeks leads and information departments.
This DSCN is in two parts
Part one contains the detailed policy information needed to implement the change
Part two provides the technical modelling for this dataset to be included in the NHS Data
Model and Dictionary.
This DSCN gives notice of implementation of the standard from January 2009.

Related DSCNs:
05/2008, 30/2007, 18/2007, 09/2007,18/2006, 17/2006,14/2008, 44/2007
Further information about ISB HaSC can be found at www.isb.nhs.uk
Data Set Change Notices can be found at www.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/dscn

Information Standards Board for Health and Social Care

Impact of Change:
Service:

Minor

System Suppliers:

Minor

The Information Standards Board for Health and Social Care (ISB HaSC) is responsible for approving
information standards. Submission documents and the ISB HaSC Board output relating to the approval of this
standard can be found at:
www.isb.nhs.uk/docs/18weeksperforma
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DATA SET CHANGE NOTICE
Reference No:

29/2008

Version No:

1.1

Subject:

18 weeks Referral to Treatment (RTT) time performance sharing
data set

Type of Change:

DSCN Notification

Implementation Date:

January 2009

Business Justification:

To support a Government manifesto commitment, a Public Service
Agreement (PSA), the NHS Operating Framework & the 18 weeks
Referral to Treatment (RTT) time monthly data collection

Introduction
As signalled in the 2008/09 Operating Framework performance sharing between providers on an 18
week pathway is to be introduced to create additional levers to reduce the waits for patients on interprovider pathways. These pathways include patients with the most complex and demanding needs.
Currently, only the provider recording the 18-week clock stop for the patient reports the performance
for that pathway.
The long-term solution for 18 Weeks performance sharing is for all providers in a pathway to submit
Referral to Treatment (RTT) data to the Secondary Uses Service (SUS) and for SUS to allocate the
successes and breaches to all providers involved in the pathway.
As a result of the risks identified in delivering performance sharing through SUS an interim
mechanism for performance sharing outside of SUS has been established which will run parallel with
the implementation of the technology to support performance sharing through SUS.
The purpose of this DSCN is to inform the NHS and their system suppliers of the introduction of this
interim voluntary central return to allow the allocation of breaches on the 18-week pathway to the last
two providers prior on the pathway.
Delivery of the December 2008 target for both admitted and non-admitted pathways will be assessed
following allocation of breaches.

Background
The IPTAMDS, mandated in DSCN 44/2007 will be used to support the interim allocation of
performance for those patients on a single RTT pathway who have been transferred between
providers.
Full compliance with DSCN 44/2007 is strongly recommended for the success of performance
sharing.
There are no changes required of the existing mandated data items on the IPTAMDS - all data items
required to support this approach to performance sharing are currently mandated.
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All breaches will be shared equally between the last two providers on the pathway. This is
irrespective of the point in the RTT pathway at which the patient was transferred. This includes
transfers that take place after the breach date has passed.
The performance sharing template is completed by the provider where the clock stop event occurs.
Hence it is recommended that information on shared breaches is communicated between referring
and reporting providers in advance of this data being submitted. DH will circulate a national report
showing the number of breaches being shared by referring and reporting provider. Instances where
the allocation of breaches is disputed and has not been resolved locally will need to be escalated
through the Health Care Commissions extenuating circumstances procedure.

Details of Change
As a patient transfers between providers the IPTAMDS should also transfer and should contain the
required RTT information for the receiving provider to report on the patient’s RTT status.
When the clock is stopped the final provider should have received an IPTAMDS containing the details
of the previous provider on the pathway. If the final provider records an 18-week breach, they would
then have the option of submitting an aggregated monthly performance sharing central return by
referring organisation.
The performance sharing central return requests the following three data items:
a. Admitted breaches shared - The number of patients with admitted clock stops in the month
who breached 18 weeks, where the patient was referred from another provider and the clock
was ticking when the referral was received. Breaches will need to be identified separately for
each referring provider.
b. Non-admitted breaches shared - The number of patients with non-admitted clock stops in
the month who breached 18 weeks, where the patient was referred from another provider and
the clock was ticking when the referral was received. Breaches will need to be identified
separately for each referring provider.
c. Transfers without clock start information - the number of IPT referrals received without the
mandatory IPTAMDS. Where the IPTAMDS is transferred with the clinical referral letter it is
considered to be complete if the following key data items are included:
• NHS Number
• Unique Patient Pathway Identifier
• Organisation code of first provider on the pathway
• Referring organisation code
• Clock Start Date
• Referral to Treatment (RTT) status
For items a. and b. patients should be reported after the 18 week clock has stopped (in the month the
clock stop event occurs). Patients should not be reported in items a. and b. on this return while they
are still waiting for treatment (or waiting for another clock stop event).
For item c. patients should be reported if they were transferred to the reporting provider during the
reporting month. The patient may or may not end their RTT pathway during the reporting month.
Patients should only be reported where it is subsequently established the clock was already ticking
when the referral was received by the reporting provider. Patients that are referred from another
provider and the receipt of this referral starts a new clock, are outside the scope of this return.
Patients should only be reported where the clinical responsibility for the patient is transferred with the
referral. Patients that are referred for diagnostic tests but clinical responsibility remains with the
referring provider are outside the scope of the return.
Items a. and b. only require data on patients that breach 18 weeks. Item c. covers patients referred
without clock start information.
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This return includes patients that are referred from an interface service in a PCT to another provider
for treatment.
If the IPTAMDS is sent independent of the clinical referral letter all mandated IPTAMDS data items
must be completed.
The performance sharing central return template is attached as Appendix 1. This will be a voluntary
monthly return.
Submission through Unify2 will be available from November 2008.
Queries about this tool should be made via e-mail to the 18 Weeks Measurement mailbox.
data18weeks@dh.gsi.gov.uk

Scope
The central return will be used to share the breaches equally between the provider that treated the
patient and the provider that referred the patient to the treating provider.
The return will be a voluntary monthly submission by the provider that records the 18 week breach on
an inter-provider pathway which forms part of a single active RTT pathway. The reporting provider will
report the number of RTT clock stops and the number of IPT referrals received without the mandatory
data items contained in the IPTAMDS or the 6 key data items as part of the clinical referral. This
information will be submitted by the provider recording the breach as aggregated data by referring
provider.
The six key data items that constitute an IPTAMDS when included in a clinical referral letter are:
• NHS Number
• Clock Start Date
• RTT Status
• Unique Patient Pathway Identifier
• First Referring Organisation Code
• Referring Organisation Code
The standard is applicable to all patients on an active 18 week pathway whose care has transferred
between providers as part of a single RTT pathway, and who have breached 18 weeks.
The standard will be used by the Department of Health as an interim method of apportioning 18 week
breaches and monitoring delivery of the December 2008 target. The standard will be an interim
standard until DH is satisfied that SUS can provide equivalent information. It is anticipated but cannot
be confirmed, that the interim central return would remain in place throughout 2009/10.
Whilst this is a voluntary submission; providers should be aware that should they choose not to
submit, they could compromise their performance in delivering the 18-week target, since, in the
absence of breach sharing, the provider stopping the RTT clock will have, in the event of a breach,
the full breach attributed. Breach sharing will improve the performance of the receiving provider and
for the referring provider performance will deteriorate.
Strategic Health Authorities and Primary Care Trust Commissioners will use the standard to support
monitoring of performance and the delivery of the December 2008 target by providers.
The Healthcare Commission will use the standard when assessing performance.
Out of scope
The following groups of patients are outside the scope of the standard:
• Patients not on an active 18-week pathway.
• Patients who have received their treatment from a single provider.
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•
•

Patients whose 18-week clock has stopped within 18 weeks.
Patients who are referred for a diagnostic test with clinical responsibility remaining with the
referring provider.

Timescales for Implementation / Change

FR AM EWORK
Effective Date3

Health and Social
Care Personnel

Organisation1

IT Suppliers2

January 2009

“may use”

Collection Start
Date5
Implementation
Date4
“must use”

First Submission
Date6

January 2009

In line with existing Unify2 submission cycle

Reporting Period
/ Submission
Cycle7
Conformance Date8

January 2009

“must be used effectively and
assessed for use”

Superseded Date (of prior standard)9

Not applicable

“stop using prior standard”
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Effects on Other Information Standards
None

Sponsor Details
Nick Chapman, National Director 18 weeks, Department of Health.

Further Information and Support
For further advice visit the Inter-provider transfer section of the 18 weeks website at:
http://www.18weeks.nhs.uk/Content.aspx?path=/
Details of the unify submission template and guidance can be found in the Unify2 website:
http://nww.unify2.dh.nhs.uk
Queries should be sent to: data18weeks@dh.gsi.gov.uk
Technical queries should be sent to the Unify2 mailbox: unify2@dh.gsi.gov.uk

Appendices
Appendix 1 Unify2 Central return template
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Notes:
1.

2.

3.

4.

8.

9.

Relevant organisations are those organisations as defined in the standard who must take
direct action to implement the standard
IT Suppliers are all suppliers to the organisations listed at 1 who supply functionality
pertinent to that standard
Effective Date is the date from which a new standard can be used but may not be
mandatory. This might facilitate piloting, for example, or enable time for system
functionality development. At this point, you “may use” the standard.
Implementation Date is the point from which the new standard becomes mandatory.
Ideally, it inherently implies organisations use appropriate systems i.e. the date is the
same for organisations and suppliers. However, there maybe circumstances where
interim workarounds are required i.e. the date is different for organisations and suppliers.
At this date, you “must use” the standard. Where the standard demands data is
submitted centrally, sub components of implementation date (and possibly ‘effective date’)
are:
5.
Collection Start Date – this is the date collection of data must begin
6.
First Submission Date – this is the date of first submission of data centrally
7.
Reporting Period / Submission Cycle – If the standard calls for further collection
and submission at defined intervals, this cell provides text of the reporting period
(e.g. calendar month, financial year) and the submission cycle (e.g. submit data
monthly on the 10th working day of the subsequent month).
Conformance Date is the date from which the service and IT system suppliers must use
the standard as envisaged i.e. using appropriate IT solutions rather than interim
workarounds and, if the standard requires it, an independent, authoritative body or
legitimate internal audit would conduct a conformity assessment with the expectation of
full conformance by all relevant parties. It is the “must use standard effectively and
assessed for use” date
Superseded Date of the prior standard sets the date at which the prior standard is
replaced by the new standard i.e. the prior standard must no longer be used. This date
will apply only where there was a pre-existing standard made redundant by the new
standard. It might be different from preceding dates in the framework if, for example, a
new and old standard run in parallel for a period. It is the date from which you “stop
using the prior standard”.
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Change Request
NHS Connecting for Health
NHS Data Model and Dictionary Service
Reference:

Change Request 1022

Version No:

1.0

Subject:

Referral To Treatment Performance Sharing Central Return

Effective Date:

1 January 2009

Reason for Change:

Introduction of Referral To Treatment Performance Sharing Central Return
to support a Public Service Agreement (PSA) target and the NHS Operating
Framework.

Publication Date:

17 November 2008

Background:
As signalled in the 2008/09 NHS Operating Framework, Performance Sharing between all Health Care Providers on
an 18 week Referral To Treatment Pathway is to be introduced to monitor the waits for patients on inter-provider
pathways. These patients include many with the most complex and demanding needs. Currently, only the Health
Care Provider providing first definitive treatment to the patient reports the performance for that pathway.
Performance Sharing changes this.
The long-term solution for 18 week Peformance Sharing is for all Health Care Providers in a patient pathway to
submit Referral To Treatment data to the Secondary Uses Service, which will allocate out the successes and
breaches to all Health Care Providers involved in a Referral To Treatment Pathway.

However it has been identified

that an interim solution is required during the period that there is a mixed economy between Commissioning Data
Set version 5 and version 6 submissions to the Secondary Uses Service, and until all Health Care Providers are
submitting the Referral To Treatment data items in Commissioning Data Set version 6.

Performance Sharing

reporting is available within the Secondary Uses Service Release 4. Therefore to ensure that Performance Sharing is
in place for individual Health Care Providers from January 2009, a voluntary monthly central return for Perfomance
Sharing is required.
The voluntary central return is submitted by the Health Care Provider who records an 18 week breach on an interprovider patient pathway which forms part of a single active Referral To Treatment Pathway. This Health Care
Provider reports the number of Referral To Treatment Period clock stops after 18 weeks, and also the number of
inter-provider referrals received without the mandatory Inter Provider Transfer Administrative Minimum Data Set.
The information is submitted as aggregated data by referring Health Care Provider.
The data will be collected via the Unify2 internet data collection tool. Queries about this tool should be made via
email to the dedicated Unify2 mailbox: unify2@dh.gsi.gov.uk. Details of the Unify2 submission template and
guidance for completion can be found on the Unify2 website: http://nww.unify2.dh.nhs.uk.
Summary of changes:
Data Set
REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERFORMANCE SHARING DATA SET

New Data Set

Supporting Information
CENTRAL RETURN DATA SETS MENU

Changed Description

REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERFORMANCE SHARING DATA SET OVERVIEW

New Supporting Information
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Data Elements
NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED
BY ADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING 18 WEEKS (ADJUSTED)

New Data Element

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED
BY NON-ADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING 18 WEEKS

New Data Element

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS WHERE
INTER-PROVIDER TRANSFER INFORMATION MISSING

New Data Element

Date:

17 November 2008

Sponsor: Nick Chapman, National Director, 18 weeks, Department of Health
Note: New text is shown with a blue background. Deleted text is crossed out. Within the Diagrams deleted classes
and relationships are red, changed items are blue and new items are green.

REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERFORMANCE SHARING DATA SET
Change to Data Set: New Data Set

Referral To Treatment Performance Sharing Data Set Overview
Data Set Data Elements
Organisation and Reporting Period
ORGANISATION CODE (RECEIVING)
REPORTING PERIOD START DATE
REPORTING PERIOD END DATE
Transferred Referral To Treatment Pathways completed by Admitted and Non-Admitted Activity. Many
occurrences of this group are permitted (one occurrence for each Referring Organisation)
REFERRING ORGANISATION CODE
NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED BY ADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING
18 WEEKS (ADJUSTED)
NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED BY NON-ADMITTED PATIENT
BREACHING 18 WEEKS
NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS WHERE INTER-PROVIDER TRANSFER
INFORMATION MISSING

CENTRAL RETURN DATA SETS MENU
Change to Supporting Information: Changed Description

z

Accident and Emergency Quarterly Monitoring Data Set (QMAE)

z

Admitted Patient Flows Data Set

z

Admitted Patient Stocks Data Set

z

Bookings Admitted Patient And Out-Patient Provider Data Set

z

Choose And Book Utilisation Commissioner Data Set

z

Diagnostics Waiting Times and Activity Data Set

z

Diagnostics Waiting Times Census Data Set

z

Genitourinary Medicine Access Monthly Monitoring Data Set

z

HPV Immunisation Programme Vaccine Monitoring Annual Minimum Data Set

z

HPV Immunisation Programme Vaccine Monitoring Monthly Minimum Data Set
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z

National Direct Access Audiology Patient Tracking List Data Set

z

National Direct Access Audiology Waiting Times Data Set

z

National Workforce Data Set

z

Out-Patient Flows Data Set

z

Out-Patient Stocks Data Set

z

Quarterly Monitoring Cancelled Operations Data Set (QMCO)

z

Referral To Treatment Data Set

z

Referral To Treatment Performance Sharing Data Set

z

Referral to Treatment Summary Patient Tracking List Data Set

z

Summarised Activity Flows Data Set

z

Summarised Stocks Data Set

REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERFORMANCE SHARING DATA SET OVERVIEW
Change to Supporting Information: New Supporting Information

Contextual Overview
As signalled in the 2008/09 NHS Operating Framework, Performance Sharing between all Health Care Providers on
an 18 week referral to treatment PATIENT PATHWAY is being introduced to monitor the waits for PATIENTS on interprovider pathways. These PATIENTS include many with the most complex and demanding needs. Currently, only
the Health Care Provider treating the PATIENT reports the performance for that PATIENT PATHWAY. Performance
Sharing changes this.
The long-term solution for 18 week Peformance Sharing is for all Health Care Providers in a PATIENT PATHWAY to
submit Referral To Treatment data to the Secondary Uses Service, which will allocate out the successes and
breaches to all Health Care Providers involved in a REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD.

However it has been

identified that an interim solution is required during the period that there is a mixed economy between
Commissioning Data Set version 5 and version 6 submissions to the Secondary Uses Service, and until all Health
Care Providers are submitting the Referral To Treatment data items in Commissioning Data Set version 6 format.
Performance Sharing reporting is available within the Secondary Uses Service Release 4. Therefore to ensure that
Performance Sharing is in place for individual Health Care Providers from January 2009, a voluntary monthly central
return for Perfomance Sharing is required.
Scope
The Referral To Treatment Performance Sharing Data Set may be voluntarily submitted by any Health Care
Provider recording a REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD END DATE where the PATIENT has transferred between
Health Care Providers as part of a single REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD.

The information is submitted as

aggregated data, by each referring Health Care Provider. The central return shows only breaches apportioned
between the last two Health Care Providers in the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD.
Collections
The Health Care Provider recording the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD END DATE may submit the following data:
a) NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED BY ADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING
18 WEEKS (ADJUSTED)
b) NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED BY NON-ADMITTED PATIENT
BREACHING 18 WEEKS
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c)

NUMBER

OF

TRANSFERRED

REFERRAL

TO

TREATMENT

PERIODS

WHERE

INTER-PROVIDER

TRANSFER

INFORMATION MISSING
Submission
The data will be collected via the Unify2 internet data collection tool. Queries about this tool should be made via
email to the dedicated Unify2 mailbox: unify2@dh.gsi.gov.uk. Details of the Unify2 submission template and
guidance for completion can be found on the Unify2 website: http://nww.unify2.dh.nhs.uk.

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT
ADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING 18 WEEKS (ADJUSTED)

PERIODS

COMPLETED

BY

Change to Data Element: New Data Element
Format/length:
HES item:
National Codes:
Default Codes:

n5

Notes:
This is the number of REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS completed during the REPORTING PERIOD where:
z

during the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD there was a transfer of care from another Health Care
Provider to the ORGANISATION providing First Definitive Treatment

z

the ACTIVITY which ended the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD was a Hospital Provider Spell

z

the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD DURATION (ADJUSTED) is greater than 18 weeks

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT
ADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING 18 WEEKS (ADJUSTED)

PERIODS

COMPLETED

BY

Change to Data Element: New Data Element

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED BY
ADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING 18 WEEKS (ADJUSTED)
Attribute:
There are no data links on this item.

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED BY NONADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING 18 WEEKS
Change to Data Element: New Data Element
Format/length:
HES item:
National Codes:
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n5

Default Codes:
Notes:
This is the number of REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS completed during the REPORTING PERIOD where:
z

during the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD there was a transfer of care from another Health Care
Provider to the ORGANISATION providing First Definitive Treatment

z

the ACTIVITY which ended the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD was a NOT a Hospital Provider Spell

z

the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD DURATION (UNADJUSTED) is greater than 18 weeks

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED BY NONADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING 18 WEEKS
Change to Data Element: New Data Element

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS COMPLETED BY NONADMITTED PATIENT BREACHING 18 WEEKS
Attribute:
There are no data links on this item.

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT
PROVIDER TRANSFER INFORMATION MISSING

PERIODS

WHERE

INTER-

Change to Data Element: New Data Element
Format/length:
HES item:
National Codes:
Default Codes:

n5

Notes:
This is the number of REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS received during the REPORTING PERIOD where
z

during the REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD there was a transfer of care from another Health Care
Provider to the ORGANISATION providing First Definitive Treatment

z

the

REFERRAL

TO

TREATMENT

PERIOD

START

DATE is

unknown

by

the

ORGANISATION

CODE

(RECEIVING) because the Inter-Provider Transfer Administrative Minimum Data Set is not sent at all, or key
data items are missing.
Where the Inter-Provider Transfer Administrative Minimum Data Set is sent WITH the clinical referral letter it is
considered to be complete if the following key data items are included:
NHS NUMBER
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PATIENT PATHWAY IDENTIFIER
ORGANISATION CODE (PATIENT PATHWAY IDENTIFIER ISSUER)
REFERRING ORGANISATION CODE
REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD START DATE
REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIOD STATUS (INTER-PROVIDER TRANSFER)
Where the Inter-Provider Transfer Administrative Minimum Data Set is sent independently of the clinical referral
letter, ALL mandated Inter-Provider Transfer Administrative Minimum Data Set data items must be completed.

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT
PROVIDER TRANSFER INFORMATION MISSING

PERIODS

WHERE

INTER-

Change to Data Element: New Data Element

NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED REFERRAL TO TREATMENT PERIODS WHERE INTERPROVIDER TRANSFER INFORMATION MISSING
Attribute:
There are no data links on this item.

For enquiries and further information on the Data Set Change Notice please contact datastandards@nhs.net
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